More praise for STEAM COFFIN...

“Busch has done a remarkable job of researching and describing a wide cast of characters involved in the Savannah... All are brought into the story with detailed biographical information that brings them to life as people... This is a well-written and thought-provoking exploration of the earliest days of what was to prove a transformative technology... Steam Coffin is an engaging look at a group of enterprising Americans and the vessel they created, and should help confirm the steamship Savannah in her rightful place in maritime history.”

— WoodenBoat Magazine

***

“Busch’s excellent biography of Captain Moses Rogers and his history of PS Savannah... is a commendable and distinguished contribution to the maritime historical literature... The author’s narrative is made all the more interesting by his detailed research into the life of Captain Rogers, which provides a tremendous volume of previously unknown information.”

— International Journal of Maritime History  
(Canada)

***

“Moses Rogers, a remarkable individual, saw in steam power the capacity to... make oceanic travel reliable and predictable. Busch sets out the odyssey with the support of beautiful maps and illustrations of many of the people and places Savannah encountered on its adventure. The book, manufactured to high standards, is worth the purchase price and the time to read it.”

— Sea History Magazine

***

“What makes this volume is the excellent research and the fitting of the achievement into the historical events of the period... extremely well executed... If only all history books were as readable.”

— Archive  
(United Kingdom)

Visit steamcoffin.com, or scan the QR Code.